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Listing appointment 

tips to win the listing 

& close the deal

Today’s call will be recorded

Scripts to make 

more sellers 

say YES

Overcoming 

common seller 

objections

The Plan for Today…



Saddle-up with a 

more experienced 

listing agent & learn 

from them

Not a 

listing 

whiz?

Timing
Ideally, you’ve gathered 

timing and price during 

the engagement phase 

GoalsPrice

You can learn more 

about their goals during 

the listing appointment

Learn more about 

them, their motivation 

and possible concerns

What You Need from the Seller…



Creating a Personal Connection

Physiology

Speech rate 
& volume

Tonality & 
pitch

Keywords & 
Phrases



• Really hear what 

they are saying 

• Take detailed 

notes if need be

• Don’t think about 

what you’re going 

to say next

Listen

Most people will 
notice if someone 
seems dishonest 
or insincere, so 

be 100% yourself

Be 

Genuine



As you walk through the 
home, try to create a 

common bond by finding 
shared interests based on 

style, pictures, and 
passions

Build 

Commonality

The Listing Appointment



The goal of the initial 
visit it to build rapport 

and learn more 
about the seller and 

their home

The 

Initial 

Visit

Include a brief 
introduction, what 

you plan on 
teaching them, 
and what you 

hope to learn from 
them…Then ask 
to see the house

Your 

Opening



“Where will you be moving to?”“In a perfect 

world, what 

kind of buyer 

would buy 

your home 

and why?”

“Will you be purchasing 

another home?”

“How 

quickly do 

you need to 

sell?”

“Have you ever sold a 

home before? How was 

that experience?”

“Have you made any 

major updates or 

improvements?”

✓ These provide specifics for you to use 

during the rest of the presentation

✓ Knowing this information can help 

you foresee and overcome objections

Build Commonality with Questions

• Explanation of the sales process

• Your marketing strategy

• Example buyer guide

• Website & database numbers

• Your pricing strategy

• Market data & trends

• Active, sold, and pending comps (5-5-5)

• CMA 

• Listing contract filled out

Must-Have Materials



If buyer takes 
a flyer, you 
don’t know 

their level of 
interest, but in 
your system, 

you do

Your Website & Database

Active
Properties that are 

most similar to the 

seller’s home

SoldPending

Use an iPad and have 

the properties up so 

you can see photos

Allows the seller to 

see what XX price can 

get in the market

Comps: 5-5-5

5 5 5



Leverage comps 
to create an 
interactive 

experience into 
a buyer’s eyes

Buyer’s 

Point of 

View

Build a professional 
network to impress 
sellers, and boost 

credibility

Leverage 

Your 

Network



“Before we put this on the 
MLS, I’m going to take 
you to show you your 

competition so you know 
what buyers are seeing. 

What day this week would 
work for you?”

Show the 

Competition

Overcoming Objections



“Other 

agents will 

cut their 

commission.”

“If an agent is willing to cut his or her commission, 

just like that, how well do you think

they will hold up when it comes to negotiating the 

best possible price for your home?”

“Commissions aren’t negotiable with agents that 

sell homes daily. They are only

negotiable with the realtors who don’t believe in 

the service that they offer.”

Commission

“I could sell it 

myself and 

avoid paying the 

commission.” 

“If you list it for sale yourself, who will follow up 

with the 30 to 60 days of legal paperwork? Let 

me ask you, if you were an agent, would you 

rather show homes that were listed with 

professional agents that worked to get deals 

closed?”

“How many agents will want to risk the fact that 

you may not have done this before?”

Commission



Ask for their reasoning & listen to 

why they think you’re wrong.

Comps and the market don’t lie. 

It’s not a made up figure, it’s 

based on data.

“Your valuation is wrong.”

“Another agent can 

sell it for more.”

The home will perform based 

on what’s happening in the 

market, the numbers don’t lie.

Listing over market price can 

increase the time on market.

Price

“Your price is 

much lower than 

other agents I’ve 

spoken with.”

Price
A lot of agents will tell you whatever price 

they think you want to hear, even if they 

know six months from now, you will not be 

happy with them – no buyers want to look 

at a house that is overpriced. 

My comps determine my price. I would 

rather you turn down 10 offers than never 

get one.



“We can 

always 

come down 

in price 

later.”

Price

“Sure, but by the time price comes down, you could 

already be written off as un-motivated. You see, if 

we come out of the gate with your home overpriced, 

all of the agents that show properties will instantly 

write you off as a non-motivated seller…

The higher a price on a property, let less the seller 

needs to sell it … at least that’s what the agents 

believe… purely from their past experience.”

“I won’t sell for 

less than X.”

Price

“Your home will perform based on 

what’s happening in the market. If you 

price it at market, market usually sells in 

X days, then your house will sell around 

this time. If you price it at X price, then it 

may take much longer to sell. Are you 

willing to risk timing for price?”



“I want to 

talk to 

some other 

agents.”

You VS. Them
“Absolutely. You should talk to other agents because 

the bottom line is, you’re not going to choose me 

based solely on everything I’ve shown you. You’re 

going to choose the agent you trust the most. So you 

should interview other agents.”

I can appreciate that, making a logical decision is 

important … so tell me, what is it specifically that 

you’re going to have to think over?

“I have a 

friend/previous 

agent, I should 

use them.” 

“Why did you have me come over to meet 

with you? Is your mind totally made up? If it’s 

not, then what concerns do you have?”

“The fact that I’m here suggests you may not

be completely on board with working with

them. How can I help you make a logical

decision here?”

You VS. Them



Closing the Appointment

“When are you going to 
be ready for me to take 

pictures and put the sign 
in the yard so we can 
start getting buyers to 

your home?”

Ask for 

Their 

Business



• They’re not realistic/ 

can’t be objective

• Cannot reach their 

goals in today’s market

• You feel they may be 

hiding something

When to 

Walk Away

QUESTIONS?

Want more?
Visit Learn.MarketLeader.com


